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Abstract—In this paper, we will describe an open-source
software prototype we have developed called b verify, an al-
ternative system architecture and protocol to enable inventory-
based lending and other financial tools targeted at small-medium
enterprises. This prototype has been informed by a knowledge
sharing partnership with the Mexican Government and the Inter-
American Development Bank, visits to Mexican warehouses, and
a conjoint survey issued to lending institutions. We are MIT
masters students in finance and engineering respectively; our
work has been advised by Professor Simon Johnson, former chief
economist of the IMF, and Neha Narula, Director of the Digital
Currency Initiative at the MIT Media Lab.
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I. PROBLEM STATEMENT

SMEs account for over half of the worlds jobs and over
a third of global GDP, according to World Bank data. In
developed economies there are relatively few very large and
small firms with most firms somewhere in between. However
in emerging markets SMEs face systemic barriers. These
economies are typified by the conspicuous absence of SMEs, a
situation economists refer to as the missing middle. One of the
major challenges SMEs face is obtaining working capital and
investment. The World Bank estimates a global SME credit
gap of $2.6 trillion.

The provision of collateral can be an effective way of
reducing risk and thereby improving credit. One example of
this involves the use of warehouse receipts to enable farmers to
pledge goods in storage as collateral for loans. This is a form of
inventory-based lending (IBL) in supply chain finance. World
Bank studies highlight numerous benefits of such systems,
including increased credit and liquidity for producers.

However, paper-based warehouse receipts carry three seri-
ous risks for lenders:

1) Ability to counterfeit documents.
2) Lack of physical verification of the goods.
3) Difficulty in the collection and liquidation of goods

upon default.

These risks stifle the impact such systems could have
in addressing the needs of SMEs. The first two risks are
interrelated. In 2014, banks were shaken by a $10 billion
fraud in Qingdao, China involving the double spending of
warehouse receipts (taking out multiple loans against the same
collateral through document counterfeiting). Similar frauds

have occurred in Mexico, including this January in Chihuahua
involving $64 million of hedges on corn that didnt exist.

The third risk involves trust in the enforcement process i.e.
banks ability to collect pledged collateral upon default. The
inherent conflict in the custodians incentives and inadequate
legal systems exacerbate this problem. These risks for lenders
translate to high interest rates and stifled credit for SMEs. Even
attempting to get approved for a loan is often not worth the
costly investment of time and energy due to the low rate of
success.

II. THE B VERIFY SYSTEM

We have developed an open-source prototype called
b verify for warehoused commodities. The prototype uses a
local server, the Bitcoin testnet, and SMS. The prototype
can facilitate a basic actions: deposit goods, withdraw goods,
secure goods as collateral for a loan, auto-enforce the transfer
ownership of goods to a lender upon default. The completion
of each of these actions is time-stamped to the Bitcoin testnet
blockchain, providing a publicly auditable and secure history
of all activity. Our prototype system addresses the aforemen-
tioned risks involved in the predominantly paper-based systems
in several key ways.

First, whereas paper is infinitely replicable (as are tradi-
tional digital files), our system uses cryptographically unique
attestations of warehouse receipts stored in the Bitcoin
blockchain.

Second, whereas paper systems rely entirely manual entry,
our system uses Internet-of-Things (IoT) integration to enable
devices like digital weighing scales and RFID to independently
confirm physical assets on the blockchain ledger.

Third, whereas paper systems require manual enforcement,
our system utilizes smart contracts (at the application layer) to
automatically execute loan terms such as transfer of ownership
upon default.

III. FIELD EXPERIMENTATION

In addition to producing a paper on our work to date, we
endeavor to create a Pilot Kit package to enable field exper-
imentation with version 2.0 of our prototype. We envision a
physical box with 20 cell phones, 4 tablets, and two computers;
each device is single-purpose with the b verify application
pre-loaded. The box comes with instructions as well as in-
person, email, and phone support from our team. We plan to



pitch foundations, development banks, NGOs, governments,
and microfinance or SME lenders to purchase packages to test
in the field around the world. The pilot kits will generate data
we can access online in real time, as well as user feedback.
Our aim is to advance open-source, shared public protocols
for the handling of asset registries for asset-backed lending,
factoring, and derivatives so as to create a more dynamic and
transparent global market economy.


